Summer Intern

This month we welcomed Mary Rowe to our lab. Mary is a rising sophomore at Virginia Tech.

FESEM Repair

Brandt Robertson successfully coordinated the repair of the FESEM with Hitachi and a technician was sent to the lab to perform the work.

Lab Tour

Michelle Bailey (CNU/JLab) came by the lab with Kalee Hammerton (CNU/Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) Intern) for a tour.
Jefferson Lab Open House – May 19th

Our tables in CEBAF Center were a popular stop throughout the day.

We liked Nick’s new hair-do courtesy of Norfolk State University’s Van de Graaff generator. Coincidently, Mary’s dad, Alan Rowe, Chemistry Department Chair, led the demonstration.

Olga enjoyed talking with both the adults and children.

Nick’s brother and sister stopped by just in time for a picture.